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Figure 6.11 Problems Facing Sample Group of 19 Textiles and

Garments SE

The 19 factories run by small enterprises found that their most typical problems

rose from human resources, followed by management, manufacturing and technology,

finance and accounting, and marketing respectively.

Human resources problems:

1. Lack of staff with knowledge (sales

representatives), skilled labor (weaving

and sewing machine operators, repairers)

Management problem:

1. Reporting or information system:

no data collection for analysis, monitoring

and assessment of current status for

planning and management purposes

and decision making not in place.
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2. Planning: no internal administrative

system, management system not

clearly defined

3. Vision and direction of the organization

not clearly defined, ineffective

communication.

4. Review and control: lack of monitoring

and assessment of current status.

2. Morale: staffs lack discipline and

sense of belonging in organization, no

job motivation building among staffs.

3. Staff ûs ability: supervisors lack

knowledge and understanding of their

roles and responsibilities and are unable

to transfer them to their subordinates;

they lack systematic knowledge and

skill development.

4. High staff turnover rate.

Figure 6.12 Problems Facing Sample Group of 42 Textiles and

Garments ME
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Management problems:
1. Planning: lack of organizationûs

policy translation into action, lack of

problem solving planning and lack of

problem prioritizing.

2. Report or information system: use of

data for management purposes not

maximized, lack of information to assist

in effective management, lack of

information exchange among divisions

in the organization.

3. Lack of review and management

control, lack assessment system: the

monitoring system to determine if the

goals were reached was absent.

4. Organizational structure did not clearly

define roles of mid-level managers/

supervisors, many divisions in the

organization had unclear roles, such

as maintenance or manufacturing

divisions.

5. Financial management: no use of

information from financial statements

for administrative purposes, no means

to control selling and administrative

expenses.

Manufacturing problems:
1. Manufacturing planning and control:

including ineffective manufacturing

planning and control, imbalanced

production line set-up causing high

volume of work in process inventory

that need to be stored in production

line and around the factory, working

by experience but lacking technical

principles, frequent change of

manufacturing plan, not knowing actual

capacity of the factory.

2. Delays: late delivery due to having

small lot orders, short manufacturing

time, repair work needed, urgent work

and cut ins, long lead time, inability

to manufacture to meet orders received,

late delivering from subcontractors.

3. Quality: high rate of repair in sewing

division, inability to control proportion

of repair work as set.

4. Low efficiency: manufacturing

efficiency fluctuates due to inability

to control production process.

The most frequently found problem for the 42 factories owned by medium enterprises

was in manufacturing and technology, trailed by management, marketing, and

human resources. A very small proportion of them had finance and accounting

problems.
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6. Vision: inability to set directions and

goals for the organization.

7. Tactic: tactical planning for management

was absent.

5. Waste in production process, high

transport tasks, raw material storing,

absence of 5S practices.

6. Low manufacturing capacity; weaving

machineryûs efficiency remained as

low as 68-78 percent, manufacturing

volume lower than goal.

7. Systematic maintenance of machinery

not in place.

8. High manufacturing costs.

9. Low rate of staffsû key jobs performance.

(4) Result and achievement from follow-up of the diagnosis
Results of diagnosis are divided into 3 components consisting of performances

before the diagnosis, after it and utilization of diagnosis report.  The conclusions

are as follows:

Before the diagnosis
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Diagnosis report utilization

After the diagnosis
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6.2.5 Wood Product and Furniture Industry
As of the end of 2001, a total of 8,242 wood product and furniture factories have

registered with the Department of Industrial Works; they can be divided by product

or business characteristic into groups as follows:

• Sawmill, wood sawn or sliced, door and window frames, a total of 3,983

factories (48.3 percent)

• Furniture and interior decoration, a total of 2,843 factories (34.5 percent)

• Wood products (painting and photograph frames, construction equipment,

tools), a total of 1,213 factories (14.7 percent)

• Veneer sheets, plywood, chipped and dried wood, a total of 203 factories

(2.5 percent)

(Data from Information System Center, Department of Industrial Works, as of

September 30th, 2001)

A sample group of 52 SMEs owned factories participating in the 2003-2004 diagnosis

was a combination of wood processing, sawmill, wood sawn and sliced, frame

making, rubber wood furniture, teak, wood products, veneers, plywood, wood chipping,

and drying factories. Ten of them were small enterprises owned factories and 42

belonged to medium enterprises. Analysis of their financial statement for 2001-2002

and their strengths, weaknesses and challenges in 2003-2004 can be concluded as

follows:
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(1) Indicators for the wood products and furniture industry

Table 6.6 Indicators Drawn from Financial Balance

Note: - The indicators for small enterprises were based on financial statements of 3 enterprises.

- The indicators for medium enterprises were based on financial statements of 1 enterprises.
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The wood product and furniture industry indicators drawn from the table above are as follows:
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(2) Strengths and weaknesses found in wood products and furniture

industry

Small Enterprises

Strengths

• Small enterprises are easier to manage since they are owned by a single

individual or family.

• They are capable of designing unique products, integrating local materials

to the designs; products have distinct design and color and are highly

demanded by customers.

• They maintain good relationships with clients and are able to gain their

trust, having strong customer base, long term relationships, good business

partners and suppliers, which help prevent marketing and material problems.

• Employees have extensive experience in business and are highly skilled

in manufacturing techniques.

• Products are of high quality, elegant and delicately made, certified for

security standards. Enterprises are able to manufacture a variety of

products to meet different groups of customersû demands and serve

different markets.

• They employ new machinery and technology.

• They have stable overall financial status, not crippled by debts.

Weaknesses

• Product quality control in manufacturing process is still insufficient;

defects are found each step of the process.

• High manufacturing costs led to low competitiveness in international markets

• Lack of systematic use of information in management analysis, manufacturing

management system, planning, control, monitoring not in place.

• Factory floor plan not suitable for manufacturing process resulting in

sluggish movement and workflow.
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• Low security and bad work environment, high risks in workplace, such as

dust problem, high risks from machinery and heavy pieces of work, paints

and other chemicals.

• Quality materials and parts required in manufacturing such as paints must

be imported.

• Most operate as subcontractors, getting orders from customers, put no

effort in brand building and developing their own products to create value

adding.

• Low negotiation power against agents and suppliers because the companiesû

orders are fluctuated, reliance on dealers as sell portal and hence low

negotiation power against clients.

• Independent factory set up led to absence of industry clustering and

presented constraints in resources finding.

• Low current ratio, with liquidity problem and high interest expense.

• Lack of skilled labor.

Medium Enterprises

Strengths

• Affiliated companies provide support in raw materials and selling, while

having diverse products, possessing vertical business expansion to reach

upstream businesses, having access to direct ordering of wood from foreign

countries.

• Groups with affiliated companies are strong in domestic and international

marketing, are able to pave their own portals and have own brands.

• They have good financial stability, own their own capital, have high

liquidity, and are not crippled by loans.

• Entrepreneurs are determined and ready for development, bringing in

new management system, setting and using indicators to improve overall

effectiveness, ready to participate in governmentûs projects.

• Concerning manufacturing, they have effective control and inspection
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systems, have continuous improvement to cut down costs, have extensive

experience in manufacturing, have new machinery to increase their production

capacity, either the computer numerical control (CNC) or laser-aided

machinery.

• They are able to meet their customersû demand both in design and quality,

have quality products and are able to satisfy the customers with products

and services.

• They have multi-skills staff, highly skilled manufacturing team.

• Employees have good attitude towards their organization, have high morale

owing to good benefit and great stability provided by the organization.

Weaknesses

• Factory floor plan not suitable to manufacturing process resulting in sluggish

movement and workflow.

• Low production effectiveness, with waste in manufacturing process resulting

in very high manufacturing costs.

• Lack of information management, not using internal and external information

in analysis for administrative and problem solving purposes and to help in

decision making and planning, minimal use of financial tools to analyze

operating results and assist in planning, information used in cost control

highly inaccurate.

• Lack of mid-level executives in manufacturing division, lack of supervising

skills, human development system not in place, especially for skilled labors.

• Absence of effective problem solving/preventing.

• Quality material (Para rubber wood) begining to deplete, not enough to

meet demands, reliance on imported teak and parts causing deterioration of

competitiveness in global trade.




